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We are finally here! Starving Artist Publications & Co., brought to
you by LCDS Creatives, is a brand new magazine in print and digital
formats!
The magazine's focus is creative lifestyle, including everything from
self-Help and Artistic Literature, to living the creative lifestyle on a
budget. With columns like Closet of Chaos, BoTastik Buyz,
#gothicfriday, and more, you will receive the latest fashion design
tips and designers, in addition to features on fine arts and other
creative columns; see the most talented new artists around!
We provide a full centerpiece, VOYAGE ADDICTARIUM EPAPER,
which is a separate publication, part of SA MAgazine every season.
The VA Tribune provides the latest on art & addiction, health, and
good reads in memoirs and non-fiction self-help.
Of course, we provide the newest authors, promoting indies who've
tremendous talent, including poets, literary fiction writers, artful
erotica, and editorial reviews on classics.
To contribute or be featured, contact us at
starvingartistlive@gmail.com.

Anyway, we hope you enjoy this issue!
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Sweet Melissa with Susan
Segovia-Munoz
Author Spotlight on Warren
Chaney & Sho Kosugi
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READ IT
Only

$.99
BOOK ONE

NOW ON
AMAZON.COM

Susan Segovia-Munoz
Author of
The Sweet Melissa Series

INSIDE
STARVING ARTIST
THIS MONTH
See her exclusive interview
and editorial review now!

ISSUE NO. 1

JEANNE
CORSICK
Spirituality is a key over-coming
emotional damage and mental
anguish. It's been proven
through many studies,
researchers, and authors
divulging on the topic, that one
can only find a certain sense of
worth and purpose, through a
deep kind of self awareness that
only develops when one has
embraced their own spiritual
side. Today, we had the
opportunity to interview Jeanne
Corsick, who penned The Divine
Intertwines. Her non-fiction

think-piece articulates the many
ways in which can overcome past
demon's through inner
exploration, and restoration of
emotional stability. Corsick takes
us through a series of slides that
she originally, shared in a
presentation--with no intention to
publish them, until the response
from the slides were received so
openly. Now, she has shared with
the public those very slides,
detailing a map of positive and
potentially life-changing ideas that
are sure to inspire!

Jeanne Corsick

Author of The Divine Intertwines.

Spirituality is a key
over-coming
emotional damage
and mental anguish.
...one can only find a
certain sense of
worth and purpose,
through a deep kind
of self awareness
that only develops
when one has
embraced their own
spiritual side.

JEANNE CORSICK

A WORKERS SPIRITUAL
ADVENTURE IN SILICON VALLEY
SHARES THE STORY OF HOW THRU
DETERMINATION TO REMAP A
MORE HEALTHY RELATIONSHIP
WITH HERSELF THAT SUCCESS
SOON FOLLOWED, AND WITH
EASE.
JEANNE CORSICK IS THE AUTHOR OF

THE DIVINE INTERTWINES
YOU CAN CHECK OUT HER WORK ON AMAZON.COM, BARNES &
NOBLE, AND OTHER ELECTRONIC AND BRICK&MOTOR SHOPS!

Thank you Jeanne for joining us today!
My first questions is of course, what is the
central theme of your novel?
The Divine Intertwines: A light-workers
Spiritual Adventure in Silicon Valley shares
my story of how thru determination to
remap a more healthy relationship with
myself by means of Al-Anon and a Life
Coach, that success soon followed, and
with ease.

What inspired you to write about this
topic or subject?
An unexpected and overwhelming positive
response from a presentation I gave on the
subject to a room full of Executive
Assistants from all over California who were
participating in a retreat in Monterey, Ca.

It must have been very encouraging to
receive such an overwhelmingly positive
reaction from the presentation! Even with
scientific works there is a creative
process. What was your creative process
for writing this work?
Each slide in the presentation was a
chapter for a book, but I didn’t know it until
the drive home and my guides began
sharing this.

What tips would you give to an aspiring
writer?
Don’t let your resistance sway you. Take
the time you want and need to. Write or
record (always have a recording app on
your phone) when you are inspired.

Do you practice any other forms of art, or
creative outlets? If yes, which ones, and
why?
I bowl. Because it’s the one sport I’m not
great at, but have fun at and it keeps me
balanced then. I don’t have to be good to
still enjoy it.

SELF HELP
AND,
MINDFULNESS
WITH
JEANNE
CORSICK

the
inter
view
Written by Nicole D.

Well the physical and mental are tied into
together inevitably, so it's understandable
that you engage in something that can both
take your mind off other things, and provide
exercise--and fun! You clearly, have a lot of
confidence, and perseverance. In the world
of literature and writing, one needs that no
matter the subject.
What is your purpose for writing over-all?

Typically metaphysical ones. Especially having to
do with the unseen worlds and dimensions, i.e.,
life after death; positive affirming stories.

Who are your favorite authors?
Mike Dooley, Betty Bethards, Abraham-Hicks

To validate and further inspire people.

How did you research for this project?
The presentation became the book. I didn’t
research.

What are your goals for this novel, and overall as an author?
My goal is to give people in everyday life the
hello they might need to know they, too, are
on their path. And to encourage more of
what’s awakening them to raise their vibration
further.

Reading is also a great stress reliever! Nonfiction works like this can serve to both
entertain and inspire, as well as educate.
What are your favorite books?

Thank you so much for chatting with us! Where
can we buy your book?
East West Bookstore
http://www.eastwest.com/in Mt. View, CA;
www.Amazon.com
Balboa Press online
https://www.balboapress.com/Bookstore/BookD
etail.aspx?BookId=SKU-001059117;
Barnes&Noble online
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-divineintertwines-jeanne-corsick/1127168008?
ean=9781504386937

IN ARTISTIC
LITERATUREE

TARA
BOTEL
DOHERTY

LITERARY FICTION

NINA
SCHLUNTZ

IN FANTASTICAL, GAY ROMANCE!

ART & LIT
The Heart's Compass

POETRY
SHARI RAMMING
VOL. 1
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A Review:
Bread for the Table
by Tara Botel Doherty

Bread for the Table is a very well-composed piece
of literature, set in current era chronicling the life
of a young woman who's mother has abandoned
her. The book details her account of a slew of
memories before, and during the time in which
her mother sends her a postcard after many
years of no communication.
Sage is a young, damaged girl who has walked a
slow, sad path towards trying to salvage the
remnants of her spirit after many traumatic
events that have shaped her life. Her mother
abandoned her when she was a young girl, and
we witness her bringing us back to that dreadful
day. As she was stirring the pot for dinner her
mother requests that Sage take
over, as she sets out to 'buy bread for the table'
and never returns. This breaks poor Sage, who
also lost her beloved sister 'Rose of Sharon' when
she was young. Sage who dreams to become a
jewelry designer, settles for a mundane
waitressing job to pay the bills, and an abusive
boyfriend who treats her more like a baby than a
girlfriend. He is controlling and downright mean
at times.
In addition, Sage had a troubled father who she
learns is at the root of most of this. A distant
STARVING ARTIST | LITERARY FICTION

man, who was obsessed with books, he only
gave Sage attention when it was to show or
read her said-books. Her grandmother is
equally damaging to Sage, as she learns she is
the one who chased her mother away.
When she returns, Sage's mother tells her many
tales that occurred that caused her to flee,
particularly the viciousness of her mother-inlaw. She made an escape, and when she could;
returned to Sage's life. Sage leaves her
boyfriend right around the time her mother
returns, and in the ending we are given a
glimmer of hope that Sage just might be okay.
The book again, is well-written. Tara Botel
Doherty is a gifted literary fiction writer with a
talent for writing sharp prose, with depth and
emotion. The book has many themes and a lot
of beautiful reflective pieces--making it a
bittersweet read, sure to stay etched in your
mind for a long time. This author deserves to be
acknowledged as the talented indie writer--with
a gift for channeling the thought-patterns,
quirks and pathologies, of a broken young
woman--that she is.
Great read and easy five stars!

Tara
Botel
Doherty
Author of Bread for the Table

"The book has many themes and a lot of
beautiful reflective pieces--making it a
bittersweet read, sure to stay etched in your
mind for a long time."
- TBHOS Book Club Book Reviews

STARVING ARTIST | LITERARY FICTION

ms. schluntz
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Nina Schluntz Brings a Fantastical Erotic Love Story!
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Dragons and Healers (Enukara Book 1)
by Nina R. Schluntz

About the Author
Nina Schluntz is a native to rural Nebraska.
In her youth, she often wrote short stories
to entertain her friends. Those ideas
evolved into the novels she creates today.
Her husband continues to ensure her
stories maintain a touch of realism as she
delves in the science fiction and fantasy
realm. And their kitty, a rescued Abyssinian,
is always willing to stay up late to provide
inspiration.

SA MAGAZINE | 2018

A simple act of kindness
from a human toward a
dragon triggered the
Enukara--giving the
human the ability to
heal the wounds of
others. The dragon
bonded to him was
granted immortality.
The price for this gift
was simple. The
dragon's life was bound
to the human.

children’s book.
As I began writing, I noticed some
chemistry between two of the
characters, and I couldn’t resist seeing
where it would lead. Hence, my
aspirations for a kid-friendly dragon
shape shifting book went to the back
burner. However, I am hoping as this
world evolves, I will be able to create a
book in the series that is for young
readers.

What is the central theme of your novel?
Dragons!!! Duh.
On a serious note, the theme would be how people perceive
cultures that are unlike their own as wrong and how this creates
negative bias and exaggerated perceptions of how others live.
In this book, there are dragons and humans. And although the
dragons can shapeshift into humans, the current society has
banned all interaction between the two because interacting can
lead to the creation of an Enukara which is a healer. And when
these healers existed in the past, it lead to worldwide wars and
eventually a genocide of all Enukaras.
.

What inspired you to write about this topic or subject?

This book has gone through a lot of changes from what I was
initially inspired to create. I’d noticed a lot of stories about shape
shifting dragons, but most were romances or even erotic
romances. And if that element was removed, the audience for
the story would have been so much larger. Young teens would
love to read these adventures, but because of the X rated
material, the book was restricted from that crowd. So I set out to
create a novel that could reach a wider audience, perhaps even
a

the interview
Written by Katie kay

STARVING ARTIST | FANTASY FICTION

What was your creative process for
writing this work?
Write, throw it out, write again, lol. For
whatever reason, this book had a lot of
stumbles. I started writing it in 2014,
and the first chapter was completely rewritten in mid-2017, just to give you an
idea of how this “process” went.

What tips would you give to an
aspiring writer?
Don’t be scared to let someone read
your work. When I set out to make this a
book for kids, I had kids read it to find
out if it appealed to them. Their
feedback, “too many big words.” Once I
modified it for adults the feedback
became, “I’m not feeling any
attachment to these characters.” And of
course, just talking to people about
your ideas can help to. When I told one
person about the theme, back when
this was supposed to be a kid’s book.
I was told, “Wait, your story is about
healers who get murdered and a
genocide? How can you possibly think
that would be a good kid’s book?”
Yeah… outside perceptive can be very
helpful.

"I mostly want to create an
escape for people. My goal is
take the reader on a journey
to provide them with some
entertainment to make them
forget their daily woes..."

Nina R. Schluntz
Author of The Enukara Series

SA MAGAZINE 2018

By Karl Plenton
Photo by Erica Yang

What is your purpose for writing over-all?
I mostly want to create an escape for people.
My goal is take the reader on a journey to
provide them with some entertainment to make
them forget their daily woes for a bit. When a
reader tells me they stayed up all night reading
my book, unable to put it down, I know I have
done my job correctly.

How did you research for this project?
I mentioned already, how I had different people,
of different background read the book for
feedback. I also used the internet to research
specific things, such as what metal to have the
dragons be allergic to so it would be feasible.
And to add some science behind how the
dragons are able to fly.

What are your goals for this novel, and over-all
as an author?
This novel is the first in a series, if people enjoy
the world, that is. Either way, I’ll write a few
more books about the characters, but I’ll likely
end the series sooner rather than later, if a true
audience doesn’t emerge.
For me specifically, I plan to keep writing in
general, delving into various genres and
themes as the ideas come to me.

What are your favorite books?
“Pride and Prejudice” by Jane Austen and
“Jurassic Park” by Michael Crichton

Who are your favorite authors?
Dean Koontz and Stephen King—which is
probably why my books tend to have a dark
theme to them, even when I’m writing a
romance, such as this book.

NOMADIC
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Stay
Connected
+ORDER THE SERIES

Dragons and Healers (Enukara Book
1) is available in paperback and ebook,
for both Amazon Kindle and Nook.

Keep up to date with Nina's
writing by following her at:
@mizner13 on Twitter
@amaranthine.mizner on
Facebook!

Stay tuned for
these releases:
DRAGONS & HEALERS --out now!
IMMORTAL BLACK DRAGONS—out
March 30, 2018
THE FIRST GENERATION—June, 2018
ELEMENTAL DRAGONS AND MAGES—
Late 2018
THE SECOND GENERATION—Late 2018

IN
POETRY

Shari Ramming

When my intuitive heart
And deep love for myself
Come together they form
An endless place of beauty
And connection to the
Entire universe that causes
My pain to extinguish and
My love to perfume my life.

IN POETRY

I am not Dorothy
I was caught up
between the floral bitches
and the witches haze
lost be`neath the thunder
of plastic bridges; I am not Dorothy
lost in her blinding oz`s maze
and these tracks I bury
in my staggered path
are all that I have left
to remind ~

the dirt fields trenched
have been migrated and excavated
and they split through my legs
like valleys in rows of sacks and salt
my cunt bleeds produces seeds
tulips beg for a drib of sip of yore;
in my mind, I climb the highest tower
I have power to take flight
and when I let go to sow
snow white in her whites
lightening eclipses with my body …
and I become one with the sky;

POET
OF THE MONTH
Devlin de la Chapa

and so high my immorals fly
I feel like a ma`ruin`d canary
buried within
a red crow cocooning within a
graying eagle,
you say that I am
but a feathered enigma to your
touch
that I am one failure you
cannot solve
nor resolve or absolve
for truth`s be told;

I am a red splintered
glass slipper

I will only drop my house
on you

I am much to penetrated
within your tornados

Keep up with Devlin's
writing by following her at
@DevlinDeLaChapa

ABOUT THE POET
Devlin de la Chapa is the
author of the highly
controversial "Hush" +
"DiamonD" Series',
writing under the
pseudonym Sandra
Raine. You can find her
novels on amazon.com.
She is also the editor of
@BoySlutMagazine, an
eZINE that publishes raw,
and dark poetry. She
facilitates her own poetry
on divaofdarkness.com.
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STICK WITH IT
A GUIDE
BY SEAN YOUNG
SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN PROCESS
An award-winning psychologist and
director of the UCLA Center for Digital
Behavior shows everyone how to make
real, lasting change in their lives in this
exciting work..

CHANGE YOUR LIFE
The Power of Habit with science and
practical strategies that can alter their
problem behaviors—forever.

W A L L

S T R E E T

B E S T

S E L L I N G

A U T H O R

STRATEGY FOR
SUCCESS

Whether it’s absent-minded mistakes at work, a

permanent, from the right way to create new habits to

weakness for junk food, a smart phone addiction, or a

how to harness emotional meaning to motivate

lack of exercise, everyone has some bad habit or

change. He also helps us understand how the mind

behavior that they’d like to change. But wanting to

often interferes with creating lasting change and how

change and actually doing it—and sticking with

we can outsmart it, including using "neurohacks" to

it—are two very different things.

shortcut the brain’s counterproductive instincts. In

Dr. Sean Young, an authoritative new voice in the

addition he provides a powerful corrective to the

field of behavioral science, knows a great deal about

decades old science of habits, offering a next

our habits—how we make them and how we can

generation discussion of how habits can change

break them. Stick with It is his fascinating look at the

behavior with the right approach.

science of behavior, filled with crucial knowledge and

Packed with pragmatic exercises and stories of real

practical advice to help everyone successfully alter

people who have used them successfully, Stick with It

their actions and improve their lives.

shows that it is possible to control spending, stick to

As Dr. Young explains, you don’t change behavior by

a diet, become more social, exercise regularly, stop

changing the person, you do it by changing the

compulsively checking e-mail, and overcome problem

process. Drawing on his own scientific research and

behaviors—forever.

that of other leading experts in the field, he explains
why change can be difficult and identifies the crucial
forces that combine to make transformation
SELF-HELP + HEALTHY LIVING | WINTER 2018

NOW

ON SALE

ABOUT THE AUTHOR SEAN YOUNG
Sean Young, PhD, MS, is the Executive Director of the

mHealth Conference, World Congress, as well as

University of California Institute for Prediction

corporations, academic institutions, and organizations.

Technology, the UCLA Center for Digital Behavior, and a

I study digital behavior and prediction technology, or

Medical School Professor with the UCLA Department of

how and why people use social media, mobile apps,

Family Medicine.

and wearable devices. I help people and businesses

I received my PhD in Psychology and Master's degree in

apply this knowledge to predict what people will do in

Health Services Research from Stanford University,

the future (in areas like health, medicine, politics, and

worked in technology and user behavior/human factors

business) and to change what they will do in the

at NASA Ames Research Center and Cisco Systems,

future.

taught at the Stanford University Graduate School of

I have a blog called BlackBoxPhd.com where I

Business, and have advised various companies

interview experts in areas related to behavior to teach

and start-ups. I am an internationally-recognized

people how to improve their lives and work, and have a

speaker, having presented at forums such as the

podcast on Audible.com called Sean Young, PhD on

European Parliament,

this topic.

GET SEAN YOUNG'S BEST-SELLING GUIDE ON AMAZON.COM.

October & November

2018
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VOYAGE
REVIEWS

SWEET
MELISSA

AUTHOR OF THE
MONTH

CHECK OUT OUR NEWEST REVIEWS
AND SPOTLIGHTS FOR
MEMOIRISTS!

AN ADDICT RECOUNTS HER
STRUGGLE WITH ADDICTION IN
THIS SIX BOOK, AMAZING SERIES!

SA AUTHOR OF THE MONTH
MICHELLE NOLD; SEE HER MEMOIR
ABOUT OVERCOMING TRAUMA!

C

ONTENTS

03
04
11
IN REVIEW

TOUR GUIDE
We list the important
dates of the author &
editor, Nicole D., as she
continues down her path
to enlightenment!

BOOK OF THE
MONTH
IN MEMOIRS
Books 1-6 of "Sweet
Melissa" receives a full, 6page editorial review!

SWEET MELISSA

MICHELLE NOLD
BOOK
SPOTLIGHT
See our spotlight on
fictional-memoirists 'The
Pink Panther Clique' who
share their real-life
experiences in urban
literature, this month!

MEMOIRS
CHECK OUT THESE
NEW + CLASSIC
RELEASES
All of these new releases can be found on amazon.com!

SWEET
MELISSA
6-PART MEMOIR SERIES
I N

H

EROIN ADDICTION; THE LIFESTYLE, THE
RECOVERY!

"I'm not a celebrity or a model. I'm not
rich or famous. I'm a hooker, a hustler,
and a junkie. It's not like I chose this
lifestyle, but something inside of me took
over my entire being. I wanted to party. I
wanted to have fun. I wanted to fit in
and most of all I wanted someone to love
me. Little did I know, that what I left
behind would be the one thing that I
longed for the most.
Homeless and struggling on the streets of
Los Angeles, I submitted to a lifestyle of
addiction and crime. Would I ever find
my way out of this self-produced
nightmare?
Was I destined to live my life in hell?
Only time would tell..."

R E V I E W

I

gnorance is Not Bliss is the first in a six part series,
by Susan Segovia Munoz.

The first part sheds light on how Melissa plunged
into addiction, initially. Melissa is only 18, and the
book opens with her forging an unhealthy
relationship romantically, with an older
manipulative man. "John," as she cleverly titles
him (whether or not it's his name, it's ironic--as
her tie to him plummets her into the world of
prostitution), has bad intentions from the start.
Melissa comes from a large, and what she dubbs;
"loving and decent family," with good parents, and
supportive siblings.
Still, slightly overweight at one time, she suffers
from self-esteem issues, and in any large family, a
middle sibling's identity is often at stake. It's clear
she didn't understand who she was, as she gets
entangled with John further. He quickly
convinces bunk with him in his own parents'
home, though he is in his forties. He camouflages
the truth of his lack of success by driving an
expensive car and attending all the hottest spots
in the area, at the time. Good-looking and
naturally charming, Sweet Shy Melissa doesn't
foresee the future, and believes him hen he
pitches her a dream of managing her career--he
claims he will provide to her. She is quickly
submerged into the world of prostitution as John
pimps her out shortly after the move, one
weekend in Las vegas. He morphs from charming,
kind and loving, into a regular pimp; by working
on her self-esteem, making her feel unworthy,
throwing the money in her face which, sort of,
seduces her too, and reminding her she is
unlovable and should be grateful he is with her.
He abuses her emotionally, and she continues to
prostitute, funding their lavish lifestyle. She is
ashamed to run back to her family for help,
through pride, but can't bear a life with John,
eventually. Sadly, she decides to run away and
prostitute herself.
With John, she drank and drugged in moderation,
hanging out a trendy hotspots and getting trashed.
On her own, she starts a vicious addiction to
cocaine. Whoring for a madame, she moves in
with her temporarily, but when she is raped by
the boyfriend, abruptly moves out and on her own
with another roommate.

IGNORAN E IS
NOT BLISS
C

SWEET MELISSA
BOOK ONE

So the tale goes, we watch her dig deeper into
the ugly world of addiction, sex, booze, coke...
until she starts using heroin, while living with
the female roommate, and experiences her first
sexual encounter with another female (a friend
of both women).
The rest of the book is designed to show her
cycle through her addiction in its first stages,
up until she decides to check into a methaodne
clinic. The very day she is approved, and takes
her first dose of methaodne, she is walking
home and stopped by police. At the time (this is
20 or so years prior), police were allowed to
detain and arrest anybody with track marks.
Even without heroin or needles, Melissa is
arrested and processed! The book is left on a
cliff-hanger note, and we must await book two
to find out what happens with Melissa.

WHAT S
SO SWEET
ABOUT
MELISSA?
'

SWEET MELISSA
BOOK TWO

B

ook 2, What's so Sweet About Melissa plunges
deeper into the ugly world she has developed for
herself.

She has finally enrolled in a methadone program, but
is arrested the very first day while walking home.
When she is released, she ends up in the hands of one
of her Johns, who desperately wants to help her. She
moves in with him, and begins to love him in a tender
way. He is romantically in love with her, and begs for
her hand in marriage. Reluctantly, she agrees because
it will help him obtain residency in the U.S., and she
feels she owes him a favor for all the things he's done
for her, and the truth that at that time, he was the
only person who seemed concerned for her well-being.
As with all relationships, things begin to change. Her
husband works throughout the day and then, spends
much of his evenings outside drinking beer with his
friends. He ants her to stay home, and inside
constantly. She is trapped in a lonely world, as she
attends her methadone clinic, works on helping him
get his card, and staying in the house most days
otherwise. Eventually, she obtains benzodiazepines-which create a very mellow, but potent high when
mixed with methadone. She starts buying the pills

every day, and spends her day nodding, and
cooking him the same dish nightly; macaroni
and cheese.
Melissa knows the relationship must end if
she really wants to heal, and move forward.
Still, she has no where to turn. She is too
proud to tell her family of her rissues, so she
stays away, living in her own little miserable
bubble, until finally, the relationship expires she runs away.
Melissa gets a good job with a doctor, as an
assistant. It pays well, and she is provided real
benefits. For awhile, this fills the gap for her
of whatever it is--missing. She is proud of
herself, and becomes productive, and
seemingly happy.
She is still getting high, and nodding out
brings attention to her at work, and she is
forced to confess her addiction. Luckily, her
boss likes her enough to allow her to check in
to a lavish rehab. She enters a 30-day detox;
and is fortunate that her insurance will cover
the fees.
Unfortunately, she is detoxing from
methadone, which takes many months to fully
heal from physically and mentally. Much to
her horror, she leaves the rehab still ill, and
eventually goes back to shooting heroin.
Melissa is finally arrested, charged, and
convicted, and has to do real time in jail,
causing her to question; what ever did they
think was so sweet about Melissa?

BEHIND BARS
SWEET MELISSA
BOOK THREE

M

elissa has overdosed in prison, as the story
goes. She is laying limp on the dirty prison
floors, as we are talking even further into her
dark, twisted world.

In Behind Bars, Melissa is serving a jail sentence. She
has met the tortured love of her life Johnny; in
detox, and they have developed an unhealthy tie to
love and heroin collectively. His charm and big smile
seduce her, and she enters into a co-dependent
relationship; that dictates many of the rest of her
years spent on drugs. They often reside in her
grandparents guest home, but when Melissa is
arrested it puts a predictable strain on their already
fractured relationship.
This is by far one of the lowest points in her life, as
she details her horrific time in jail, including a
vicious withdrawal, violence and atrocities
committed against her, and the sad truth--she is still
able to obtain heroin and gets high, despite all she
has already lost.
She finds covert tactics that allow her to sneak
heroin into the prison, and ends up in a relationship
friend-wise with several other users and dealers. A
woman she is enamoured by, because of her
charisma and mystery-- Whispers , forms a union with
Melissa. They jointly find ways to smuggle dope, and
get themselves high, and sling it throughout the
prison. Several years pass, until Melissa starts
working towards leaving the prison, instead of
acclimating. Until, finally she is released.
Upon release, she becomes privy to the fact that
Johnny has a new girlfriend. As he uses both omen
pitted against the other, to gain control of both, she
starts a legitimate job at a bar, in hopes to correct
her mistakes, and start a new life.
Unfortunately, Melissa chooses Johnny, dope, and
dealing, and starts down an even more dangerous
path towards total and complete destruction!

DESTINATION
UKNOWN
SWEET MELISSA
BOOK FOUR

B

ook four leads us down a newer path, as
Melissa becomes a full-time drug dealer!

In this book, Melissa is dealing because Johnny
decides to 'teach her' how to, conveiently leaving
her ith the leg work, while she supports their
drug-induced comatose states daily. She is In
Book Four, Melissa is living with Johnny. His
second girlfriend is no out of his life, and he and
Melissa move in together, and start a dangerous
addiction to dealing drugs on top of abusing
them.
In this book, Melissa is dealing because Johnny
decides to 'teach her' how to, conveniently
leaving her with the leg work, while she
supports their drug-induced comatose states
daily. She is very close with an older man, whom
she proclaims more like her husband. They spend
a lot of time together, and he decides to let her
take his checks, if
she will care for him. They all move in together,
and Melissa ends up with an endless supply of
narcotics. The older man is supplied anything he
ants from his doctor, due to numerous illnesses.
Melissa is his

caretaker by law, and receives checks as a live
in nurse, in addition to his, and money
shemakes from his pills. .
The older man reveals a closet full of pills he's
been colecting for years. Melissa stops using
dope, because she has an endless supply of
methadone and other narcotics! She attends
his visits with the doctor, and writes out a
huge list of pills for him to request. To her
amazement all of them are approved. They
now have thousands of dollars worth of drugs,
and she becomes a full time hustler. Still
craving the high, she starts to abuse crystal
meth. Her and Johnny end up in a huge fight
when he allegedly kills somebody!
Despite his charges, he finds a way to weasel
his way out of jail, and back into their home.
He physically assaults her one night during
Christmas Eve, so bad she is forced to leave
him for good, as she goes to her own family,
and they tell her they will only talk to her if
she leaves him...

C

AGED BUT
FREE
SWEET MELISSA
BOOK FIVE

M

elissa is laying limp on the dirty prison
floors, as we are talking even further into
her dark, twisted world.

Melissa and her sickly, elderly companion have
lived together for a long time, as the newest part
unfolds. They have been hustling tons of pills, and
she is able to put a way a HEFTY amount of money,
while maintaining her high, and getting many of
her associates high, as well. She begins to get so
wrapped up in meth and being spun, she forgets to
take care of the older man. One night she and her
new, young boyfriend come home to a horror. The
old man, who she hasn't been tending to, comes out
of his room disassociated, permeating an
unbearable odor. She forces him to turn around to
see that he has been bathing with his back brace
for days, and it has caused a mold that is so severe,
he has a terrible infection. He is filled with maggots
chewing off his skin! She takes him to the ER, and
they end up calling the state aid who determine sit
neglect. He is put into a senior home, and not
allowed to speak with her. Melissa recognizes she
was in the wrong, and finds a way to track him so
they can visit, and she apologizes.
Melissa's life seems to be on a pretty steady slope.
The drugs have afforded her to take out a mortgage
on a lovely little home, and she has tons of money
and jewelry saved up in lock boxes from slinging
for years. She still has mountains of pills that
they'd been hording, and continues to smoke meth.
Upon moving into her new home, Melissa is forced
to 'return a favor' to a gang member, who demands
she smuggle dope into his prison. She, and two
girlfriends of the gang members attempt a smuggle,
but to Melissa's dismay, she is arrested on the spot,
with hundreds of pills and other illegal items! The
cliffhanger leaves us wondering-- what will become
of Melissa now?

SHIN E ON
YOU RAZY
JUNKIE
C

SWEET MELISSA
BOOK SIX

B

ook six takes us down a changing road, as
Melissa is imprisoned for hustling
hundreds of dollars worth of narcotics,
and is arrested for smuggling drugs!

This book is vastly different from books 1-5. In
book 6 she is in jail but NOT using. She refuses to
abuse drugs, as she is serving a 7 year sentence
and doesn't want anything to effect that. She is
very strong willed, and humoursly takes on the
persona of a boy due to a hair cut. Her face
without make-up and with short hair resembles a
pretty dude, as she describes it and everyone has a
crush on her. This is th eonly thing that keeps her
afloat. They provide her with cigarettes and other
things, and she has run out of resources so she is
lucky enough to pull this off for a very long time.
her first few years are hell. A reckless, bossy,
abrasive girl takes over their unit and causes
them all set backs do to drinking and other
activities that are forbidden. The girl and her
friends also beat Melissa up even though they
have a crush on her. They hear she is snitching
and give her a very badly beaten face.

Melissa's biggest issue is her cist on her ovary
that may or may not be cancerous. They
refuse to tell her what is going on with her
body after her exams,
but she can't seem to stop bleeding. She begs
for help every day for a year. This literally
had me screaming. They call her a fake and
liar, and ignore the symptoms. Melissa
becomes so ill from the neglect that she can't
move. They transfer her to the infirmary, but
it's too late. They inform her that she is going
to die and apologize.
A tender doctor of the lot feels very guilty
apparently, and tells her there is one possible
way to live. She accepts the surgery, and
luckily lives. At this point, grateful for her
life, Melissa begins to take her sentence
seriously. As a reader, I could not fathom the
abuse and neglect. It was the most gripping
part of the book, and perhaps, series.
Melissa serves many years following, and
becomes creative and productive working in
the art department of the jail, and finally, she
is released.
All of these books are compelling, and this is a
highly recommended series for addicts, those
in recovery, and family of those who wish to
understand the devastating disease better.
Sweet Melissa Books 1-6 receives OUR
recommendation. Great read(s).

GET THE SWEET MELISSA SERIES
ON AMAZON.COM TODAY!

DECEPTION COMES IN
MANY FORMS, BUT NOT
ALL DECEPTION IS BORN
OUT OF MALICE.

Author
Michelle
Nold
is our
author
of the
month
for 2018!

Deception comes in many
forms, but not all deception
is born out of malice.
In my life, it came in the
form of seemingly harmless
tales told to me when I was
young and impressionable. In
my later years, deception
reared its seductive head
each time I tried to fulfill a
goal or satisfy a personal
ambition. I became a
storyteller. I told myself
stories like It isnt meant to
be. I bought into the
philosophy of You cant do
that until I hit an emotional
rock bottom and had an
epiphany. Now I tell myself a
different story. My life has
taught me that I have the
power to craft my life how I
want, to fulfill my hopes and
dreams once I realized the
key. How you think affects
you emotionally,
psychologically, and
physically. Your words show
the world who you are. They
determine the relationships
you have and express how
you feel. Words

define the world around you
and your perception of it.
King Solomon of Old
Testament fame wrote often
about the power of words. He
said, Death and life are in the
power of the tongue (Proverbs
1821, NASB). Words are
unimaginably powerful. If
you want to climb the Everest
of personal excellence and
create success in life, put this
power into play.
Words have impact. How do
your words impact those
around you? Do you treat
yourself and others with
respect, gratitude, and
acceptance? Do you lift up
others with a positive
attitude or tear them down
with negative words?
You may not be able to leap
tall buildings in a single
bound or bend steel bars with
your bare hands or fly faster
than a speeding bullet, but
you have power like no other
being in this world.
You are a superhero!
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Taped Back Together:
HOW THIS MONTH'S MEMOIRIST OVERCAME
ADDICTION

About
Susan Segovia-Munoz
Susan Segovia-Munoz is a LA native birthed in the south
of California, and considers this home. She left the
security of her family at 18, diving head0first into the
concrete pond of self-destruction. She considers herself
at the time; a day to day girl, liable to be on the west coast
one week and the opposite the following. With
spontaneity being her choice of a lifestyle, and heroin
being her main vice, she admits to placing no restrictions
on anything from people, substances, and other things
that could cause one to dangle from the edge of life onto
the brink of death.

Today, she lives with a rocks throw of the pacific
ocean in seal beach, California. She resides there
with her fiance and teacup yorkian (pom/yorkie)
Abby. An avid dog lover, she boasts that Abby has
outgrown the status quo at a whopping 7 pounds!
She also has two saltwater tanks ful of fish and live
coral that enter and depart as pleased. "I have
stopped naming them because one, it hurt when
they die and two, because it's too hard to track them,"
she says.
Susan sat down with us to discuss her amazing story,
a 6 part memoir series that covers her span of years
on various drugs and imprisonment for dealing
drugs, eventually.
A captivating and shocking tale--Sweet Melissa, the
entire series does not disappoint! I am excited to
welcome Susan now!

"I am a true
believer that no
matter the
situation or
circumstance, that
anyone can
change if they put
forth the effort to
do so."
Hi Susan, welcome. Can
you share first why you
penned the memoir
series?
I am a true believer that
no matter the situation
or circumstance, that
anyone can change if
they put forth the effort
to do so. I have always
been a bit sarcastic and
my humor is somewhat
dry, but I love nothing
more than something or
someone who can make
me laugh to the point of
tears. I am so open
minded that sometimes
I should close up a bit,
but I don’t because I am
as real as they come. I
am an open book and I
what I write is authentic,
genuine and well, me. I
can’t be any other way.
Love it or??? Have you
ever heard the saying, “A
fake, a fraud, and a
part-time broad?” Well,
that’s not me.

I agree that a person
can change if the
will is there. I think
it's really important
to shed light on the
transition--and
inspire others to do
the same. I feel you
have done so with
Sweet Melissa! When
did you start writing?
I have been writing
pretty much since
the first time I
picked up a pen. I
am not college
educated and I
barely graduated
high school, but
that’s not stopping
me. Why should it?
A little grammatical
error here and there
is not going to kill
anyone. Where as, if
I would have
continued my
previous lifestyle of
drug addiction and
crime, I could have.

NO. 1

SEET MELISSA
SERIES
OUT NOW!

Writing is obviously
inspirational. Who is your
favorite author?
My all time favorite author
is Paulo Coelho. “The
Alchemist” is a book that I
recommend to everyone
and for so many reasons. It
is so basic and upfront, yet
the author tells the story in
such a detailed manner
that it opens your eyes to
what is really important.
I love reading memoirs and
I find it extremely hard to
read anything that is not
true or based on
something that is. I believe
that anyone can make up a
story and write it, but can
everyone actually live one?
In NA circles, it's
considered therapeutic to
"take inventory" as they
pronounce it. They/we
believe that if you

recognize your defects you
can start to heal. What do
you think was a possible
character defect that
caused your abuse?

REVIEW: SWEET MELISSA
THE SERIES

I am so stubborn and I
refuse to let others help
me. I learn by my mistakes
and obviously some of my
mistakes have taken
decades to overcome, but
the satisfaction of doing
something all by myself is
simply amazing. With that
being said, I have designed
my own website. Yes, I said
designed, not perfected.
Please feel free to check it
out at:
http://addicttoauthor.life
(don’t judge!)
How can we learn more
about you?
I have a personal FaceBook
page and I also have three
work related pages.

Get the full series on
amazon.com
See the editor's review
of Sweet Melissa
Parts 1-6 in our
editorials section.

AUTHOR SUSAN SEGOVIA-MUNOZ

"I love
reading
memoirs and
I find it
extremely
hard to read
anything that
is not true or
based on
something
that is."

The first page is dedicated to my
series:

Sweet Melissa
https://m.facebook.com/sweetmeliss
atheseries/
There are six books and they are all
kindleUnlimited and they also come
in paperback (The first book,
Ignorance is not Bliss also comes in
audiobook):

What’s So Sweet About
Melissa? /Book Two
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B
01HR23V6S
Behind Bars /Book Three
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B
01IWSB9TC
Destination Unknown /Book
Four
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B
01LZX5L5F

NO. 1
http://www.audible.com/pd/BiosMemoirs/Ignorance-Is-NotAudiobook/B071RMFQNZ

Caged, But Free /Book Five

I have revised/updated Ignorance is
not Bliss and it’s available free on
Kindle Unlimited and for 99cents
otherwise. The paperback is $12.99.

Shine On You Crazy Junkie
/Book Six
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B
076Y1Y9L5

Ignorance is not Bliss
Book One

My Amazon Author Page:

http://www.ama1on.com/dp/B01FYR
HZVU

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B
072F1JQ5Z

https://www.amazon.com/aut
hor/susansegoviamunoz

The third is my eBay store.
https://m.facebook.com/myebay
storesusieeisus/
Aside from writing what are
your inetrests, or things you may
be an enthusiast of?
I love estate sales and shopping
for antiques and vintage
jewelry. Who would have
thought that some of that ?!@?
jewelry is worth anything? It’s
fun though and helps support
my writing and creative
endeavors!
Other Social Media Accounts:
http://twitter.com/seriesauthor
me
https://www.goodreads.com/aut
hor/show/15283415.Susan_Segov
ia_Munoz
https://www.instagram.com/susi
eeisus123/
Do you have other projects in
the works, and if so what?
My latest book was published
on November 1, 2017. It is the
last book of the Sweet Melissa
series and it is titled “Shine On
You Crazy Junkie.”
Right now I am working on
revising What’s So Sweet About
Melissa? Book Two. I am also
rehearsing and doing practice
recordings for my audiobooks of
which I will be narrating myself.
Writers tend to be quirky, and
often, especially with their
habits.
Do you have unusual writing
habits?

I don’t have any unusual
writing habits other than that
I have to be wearing
something soft and
comfortable. It can’t be too
loose or too tight and my hair
has to be pulled up and back.
I get distracted very easily and
a single piece of hair tickling
my neck will cause me to lose
focus.
What has been your best
method of promoting your
work?
I have tried different
promotion sites and I find
that when I concentrate too
much on marketing I spend
less time on my writing. My
best promotion has been
simply by putting out a new
book. I wish I had 48 hours a
day so I could do both!
What are you currently
reading?
I have so little time now a
days to read and I normally
listen to audiobooks while
driving or taking a bath. I am
though, halfway through
Nicole D’Settemi’s
Addictarium: 100%
Unexpurgated, Uncensored
Collector’s Edition (The War
Stories Chronicles,1) and it is
“AMAZING!”
Thanks for the shout oiut to
the editor. I have also perused
her book of course, and agree!
What was the hardest part of
writing an addiction memoir?
Sharing my story has only
been difficult because of the
subject matter and it’s
exposure to my family
members. That is if they
chose to read it. I now have a
wonderful relationship with
my family and some have
chosen to read my story while
others have

taken a peek and decided that
they didn’t need to know the
details. Unfortunately, there are
some family members that have
closed the book on me
completely in every way.
What has been a challenge in
recovery?
The biggest challenge in my
recovery was the question, “What
am I going to do now?” My
addiction came with a lifelong
career of crime and I knew no
other way to survive.
I think addiction is a
combination of genetics and
behavior. I also believe it goes a
lot deeper than that.
What is your advice for active
abusers?
An addict will never recover
unless he/she learns to love
himself/herself. There might be
temporary sobriety, but a full
recovery is not possible if you
don’t love yourself.
Another bit of advice is to never
contact anyone you knew from
your past that had been involved
in drugs and crime. Unless both
you and that person have been
clean for many years and you
know for a fact that you are
strong enough to handle a
possible temptation should it
arise.
It seems that there is a direct link
between artistic ambition, and
addiction. Would you agree?
And, why do you think that is the
case, if you do agree?
There is absolutely without a
doubt a direct link between art
and addiction. The creative
mind gets bored easily and there
is often a fear of rejection lurking
somewhere inside. Drugs are
often used to aid in a persons
confidence and to fill a void from
lack of self-esteem or to just
tame or entertain an overactive
mind.

the
pink
panther
clique
The Pink Panther Clique by Aisha
Hall, Sunshine Smith-Williams, Jamila T
Davis with Wahida Clark
Everybody knows that if you break the
law and get caught, you go to prison.
But what happens when the very same
people that are supposed to enforce
and uphold the law, are criminals
themselves?
Three strangers, Eshe, Milla, and SunSolE, meet under the worst
circumstances possible--behind bars.
Prison isn't at all what they expected,
and from the onset of their arrival,
these three savvy boss chicks find
themselves surrounded by disloyal
snitches, set-ups, and scandalous
drama. Determined to survive the
system that enslaved them, these
courageous women unite and embark
on a mission to level the scales of
justice. Will they survive the gruesome
conditions of confinement, or will they
fold under pressure?

SA MAGAZINE 2018

For those who haven't heard, TPPC
are making waves around the net
with the part-real memoir based
around their time spent in the
system.
This dynamic trip have completely
rejuvenated their lives, dedicated
to educating youth about good
lifestyle choices and how to live a
productive existence.
Check them out now:
hwww.thepinkpantherclique.com
@jamilatdavis
@SunshineSmithWilliams
@aisherhall
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CHECK THESE LADIES OUTON
YOUTUBE.COM:

https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=vWVL6W5qpDU

C ONTENTS
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TOY SOLDIERS
By Martika

09

Ten

Nine

Eight

Martika's Toy Soldiers
is the original anthem
for drug abuse,
withdrawal, and the
like, with a unique take
on the issue.
It is a revelation--she
is singing about letting
go of that world--the
addict's stratosphere.
She's had an epiphany
about things more
relevant, than abusing
mind-altering
chemicals.

Master of Puppets is
one wicked song!
Like all Metallica
tunes; it's loud,
aggressive, dramatic,
and bold.
The metaphors are onpoint, too--what
better way to describe
being a slave to
addiction than calling
the dangerous affair of
human versus drugs-"a master with it's
puppet"?

Not an Addict (Maybe
that's a lie) rounds are
top 10 at #8.
The singers hollow
voice is unforgettable,
complimented by a
melancholy, compelling
melody.
The best part about
this song though, is the
admission of being an
addict in denial.
This is the perfect
anthem for addiction!

MASTER OF
PUPPETS
By Metallica

08

NOT AN ADDICT
(MAYBE THAT'S A
LIE)
By Jane's Addiction

C ONTENTS
07

WASTELAND
By Ten Years

06
SOBER

Seven

Six

Wasteland is one of the
Sober by Tool is a
most depressing songs
difficult choice
heroin abuse and the
because much of the
real focal point of the
song alludes to
song is regarding a
possible, OTHER
newscast journalist
meanings.
labeling a homeless
However, because
teen on drugs as a
songs are open to
human "wasteland." .
interpretation, and the
Everything about this
tortured begs to "not
tune is gripping, and
stay sober," some form
like few others songs
of addiction is being
on the list, it alludes to
discussed and
the pain of --detox as
therefore, makes this
well as the actual drug
our 7th pick. Sober is
abuse.
haunting and
It absolutely deserves
unforgettable!
this position.

Five
Hurt is amazing, simply
stated.
A heart-and-gutwrenching tale of selfdestruction, heroin
abuse, and low selfesteem, make this song
#5 of the greatest of
greats!
Johnny Cash covered
this song before his
death as well, and did a
chilling, remarkable
cover!

By Tool

05
HURT

By Nin Inch Nails

C ONTENTS
04

HOTEL
CALIFORNIA
By The Eagles

03

SPACE ODDITY

Four

Three

Two

By David Bowie

02

Hotel California by The Space Oddity by David
Comfortably Numb by
Eagles is allegedly,
Bowie, is also one of
Pink Floyd, is flawless. It
about heroin, or a
the deepest and most
is beautiful tune, both
rehab in California.
clever songs ever
sad and moving.
COMFORTABLY
Either way, it deals
written about
The (obvious) lyrics
NUMB
with drug abuse and
addiction. This amazing point to heroin abuse,
has some of the
piece, brilliantly
With great insight
Pink Floyd
greatest lyrics I've ever executes an analogy of regarding the intensity
heard.
drug abuse by
of the drug.
The music, the lyrics,
comparing it to taking
Very few capture how
and everything else
off to outer space,
heroin feels, yet, this
about this song is/are
therefore, breaking
song DOES.
absolutely brilliant.
connection with the
It is arguably, one of the
world/earth.
greatest songs ever
written, and a MUSTHEAR for anybody
interested in such
themes.

THE
NUMBER
ONE
SONG EVER WRITTEN ABOUT
DRUG ABUSE OR ADDICTION IS
BLIND, BY KORN!
By Nicole D.

There were some songs that didn't make the
cut that deserve worthy mentions:

The Wall by Pink Floyd
Not Afraid by Eminem
Sober by Pink
I Hate Everything About
You by 3 Das Grace
I Feel Like Dying by
Lil'Wayne
Good God by KoRn
Cold Turkey by John
Lennon
Take Me to Church by
Hozier
Gods & Monsters by Lana
Del Rey
High by the Beach by Lana
Del Rey
Freshmen by The Verve
Pipe
Sail by AWOL Nation
Hey Daddy by KoRn
Strawberry Fields Forever
by The Beatles
DOPE Show by Marilyn
Manson

B

lind is Korn's first mega-single, and probably,
their best song period. This is a gutwrenching. intense, heart-breaking and
agonizing tune that is absolutely memorable!

Admittedly about drug abuse, by frontman Jon Davis, this song includes those
hollow, loud, piercings wails and riffs,
chords, strings--and vocals, that are
almost incomparable.
The song's anacrusis is a climax like no
other, with Davis doing his scat like never
before. Or after. This song signified what
was so relevant and yet ignored in
society--The last generation's entire,
angst-ridden, completely lost, and selfdestructive behaviors.
The fact that it is about drugs just puts
the very sad, sometimes, icing on a
perfectly dark, deep tune!
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AUTHOR AND POET NICOLE D.

Journey to Enlightenment.

AUTHOR Q&A
Photo by Mike Pappa Photography.

How and when did you become a
writer?
I have been writing little lyrical
poems since I was 7. I started
really writing at 12, mainly
poetry and articles, as well as
pen-palling to over 30 people!
When I was in my early twenties I
contributed volunteer articles
for a paper, and realized I wanted
o do more than just write poetry,
and be an enthusiast of the art
practice. I wanted to do it
professionally. I started my first
novel in my early twenties but
ended yup scrapping it. When I
was 27 I started Addictarium,
and also began working
for another author. It was then
my writing career really started. I

was getting paid for blogs and
other pieces, and penned my
memoir. I also started refining
my poetry prose.
How would you describe your
writing style?
(Talk about your writing
process... Late at night? On your
cell phone? Is your writing
similar to other, famous
authors?)
I have been compared to my
writing heroes Janet Fitch
(White Oleander) and Anais Nin.
I would love to say I agree, but
while they have influenced me
tremendously, I could never say
I am quite THERE, just yet.

"...I claw at your skin
You can fight the battle
But, you will NEVER
win! When you think
that it's over And, you
think that you've won
You will find out my
dear That the battle's
just begun A fight to
the death As I take over
your soul With me in
your system I am all
that you'll know..."
- Lethal Love Letters; A Poem
by Nicole D.

What makes you different from
other writers?
I put a contemporary spin on
old-fashioned style writing by
combining grit and raw details
of every day life for those
suffering from the human
condition(s) or what they've
been conditioned to.
What are you most proud of?
I'm proud that I have the
courage to write the way I do.
My work is very candid, raw,
gritty, dark, honest, unbiased,
and authentic. Nothing I pen is
from a place of deception.
There is no façade when it
comes to my writing. I can
perform--don't get me wrong-and I love to entertain and
perform--but, my work is from
the heart. That's truth, 100%.

I'm proud that I could stand
brazen and bold, after releasing
Addictarium. Touching on topics
that EVEN TODAY are not
entirely acceptable for women-addiction, mental illness,
feminism, racism. Societal issues,
sexuality, all of those things that
we say are okay, because we-Americans--are liberated, but we
aren't. Not really. We are
completely neurotic about those
things, hating some of them and
then at the same time, being
completely obsessed with them.
More over, touching on issues
such as death or suicide which
are always points of interests for
true artists, but some are very
delicate with the way they
present these issues.

KEEP UP WITH NICOLE
@AUTHORNDSETTEMI

Read Nicole's classic pieces such as "The Scenic Route," and
"Fallen Angel," in her first poetry release, which touch on
the complicated themes of drug addiction and mental
illness. r performance art.

VOYAGE
ADDICTARIUM

SEASONAL
Q+A
How did you come up with the plot?
The plot came with my experiences! I was
in a very unruly environment, but it taught
me so much about human nature, love,
addiction, recovery, mental illness, and
more. I took all that, and gave it back to the
world!
Who is your favorite character in (your
book) and why?
I don't have one. I loved writing August's
character because she was very colorful,
and in real life as well. I also loved writing
Castita, and Angel, because these are
people I love, and painting the most
beautiful portrait I could for them was like
giving them a gift fro the heart!

Every month the author and editor,
chooses questions emailed or sent
through SM, to answer. To send in a
question and be featured, email
bookhouseseviles@gmail.com
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JANUARY
SEE NICOLE D.'S 3-PAGE FEATURE
IN INTERNATIONAL MUSIC
MAGAZINE!

01

DECEMBER
IN DECEMBER, NICOLE WAS
HONORED THE VISIONARY AWARD
IN ARTS, FROM RENOWNED
NEWSITE BREAKAWAYDAILY.COM
(AS SEEN ON THE HUFFINGTON
POST).

PLUS SEE NICOLE'S COVER FEATURE IN
FLAIM MAGAZINE THIS MONTH!
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GET THESE FEATURED STORIES
IN COMPLETE 4 PAGE ADDITIONS
WITH THIS COMING MONTH'S
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Leanne Schroder is a mother with teens and an
accomplished author. Leanne was born in the land
down under, Australia. Though a lifelong Aussie
hailing from Queensland, she's now also a Tassie,
as she currently resides in Hobart, Tasmania. In
her youth, Leanne was a competitive swimmer,
winning Silver for Queensland at state in the 200
meters butterfly and also representing in the 10K
marathon swim. .

MEET LEANNE
SHRODER
AUTHOR OF THE BENDERSONS SERIES AND HITLER'S HOLIDAY CAMP

READ
HER
SERIES
TODAY!
CHECK OUT HER NEWEST
NOVEL IN THE SERIES
ELUSIVE QUARRY
Elusive Quarry is a travel
mystery with heart.
Tam has just given birth after
fighting a dangerous criminal
organization—but she is given
no time to rest. The President
of Iceland's daughter is
kidnapped, thrusting Tam
and crew back into a flurry of
adventure and intrigue as

they pursue the trail of villains
affiliated with the vile Golden
Triads.
Along the way they endure
rigorous new training, forge
new relationships, and
encounter dangerous
romances all while struggling
to maintain a balance
between saving the world,
and recovering their personal
lives.
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THE
LAST
RESISTANCE
DRAGON TOMB
BY RICARDO ALEXANDERS

In the fall of 1939, two years after he
returns home from Boston to defend
his country against the Japanese
invasion, Chinese archaeologist ChuanJay Hoo is captured in a behindenemy-lines rescue mission. As a POW,
he is forced to take part in the
excavation of the tomb of the mythical
First King of China. Unexpectedly, this
top-secret tomb raid is violently
defeated by a ruthless killing force
sealed within the tomb. Astonished by
their alien-like fire power, Chuan-Jay
begs them to fight for the freedom of
China, but they refuse, citing a more
pressing mission to accomplish.
Eighteen months later, Chuan-Jay
teams up with an American adventurer
and archaeologist, Dr. Harry Jones, and
returns to the tomb. The duo
successfully convinces the guardians of
the tomb to come out and fight for
China. With the help of those
guardians, the Allies prepare for an allout counter offense to end the war in
Pacific by the spring of 1944. However,
the subsequent changes of events
catch everyone on Earth by surprise.
Neither the Allies nor the Axis find
themselves winning the war. Before
long, Chuan-Jay stands alone in the
tomb of the First King again, as the last
line of resistance for the survival of
mankind.
Will the guardians of the tomb come to
rescue again?
How will the fate of mankind be
decided?
The story will unfold in Dragon
Tomb…

A

bout the Author
In his first book, Dragon Tomb,
Writer Ricardo Alexanders tells a
story about a young Chinese
archeologist who saved the
entire world from Armageddon
during World War II. Dragon
tomb is packed with adventures
and actions. FDR, Hitler, Tojo…
many historical characters make
appearances in this soul-stirring
storyline, which is filled with
unbelievable twists and turns.
Ricardo personally
created/performed “Everyday is
a Monument”, the original theme
song for his novel. An industry
first! Really set this book away
from the pack.

Everyone is a Monument
"Standing tall, like an old pine tree;
Quest alone, no one else but me"
"I don’t know what’s the future will
bring; If you survived, please
inform me."

RICARDO
ALEXANDERS
The author of this exclusive penning also brings--for the first time--a THEME song composed by him, to
work in sync with the story.

You can see the youtube video & listen to the song here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwpZ8tm8PPI

TALK
less,
READ
more.

YIN-YANG
CODE
GET THE NOVEL TODAY
AVAILABLE ON AMAZON.COM,
BARNES & NOBLE AND MORE!
By Warren Chaney & Sho Kosugi

Ninja mystery-detective
noble by Ninja movie legend
and martial artist Sho
Kosugi and co-author
scientist Warren Chaney.
Kukai who is the grand
master of Shingon style
buddhism and well known
as a calligrapher and
engineer.
The book will take you to
the mystery adventure of
Kukai's secret and daoism
with martial arts actions."
- Nobuo Yagaion

A

Against his
grandfather's wishes,
an orphaned
Japanese student at
UCLA returns to his
home country
following the tragic
loss of his close friend
and university
professor, only to
discover a malevolent
force that aims to take
away everything he
has left ... and more.

ABOUT
THE
AUTHORS
YIN YANG CODE
Meet Warren Chaney

Warren Herbert Chaney,
Ph.D. is an American author,
filmmaker, artist, behavioral
scientist, executive and a
pioneer in early television. In
a career spanning four
decades, Chaney wrote
twenty-six books, seventeen
screenplays, nine theatrical
dramas, and 250 professional
and nonprofessional
magazine and journal articles.
He wrote nine songs used in
feature films and eight for
theatrical productions. From
1978 to 1994, he wrote entries
for Collier's Encyclopedia.
Chaney produced ten motion
pictures, wrote fourteen and
directed nine. He is best
known for his films "America:
A Call to Greatness", starring
Charlton Heston, Mickey
Rooney, and Peter Graves;
"Behind the Mask", starring
Roy Alan Wilson and

Deborah Winters; "Aloha
Summer", starring Chris
Makepeace, Don Michael Paul
and Tia Carrere, and the
pioneering 60s network
television series, "Magic
Mansion". As a writer, he is
best known for his "Space
Patrol Chronicles" trilogy.
Chaney has provided art and
illustration for many
publications including 5
novels. His artwork and
sculpture is on display in
England and in the United
States. His art-sculpture,
"Sherlock Holmes", resides
with the Sherlock Holmes
Society of London but has
been on traveling display as
part of the "Sherlock Holmes
Art Exhibit", in the United
States.

ABOUT
THE
AUTHORS
YIN YANG CODE
Meet Sho Kosugi

Sho Kosugi, one of the best known
of all Japanese Martial Artists and
actors in the world, grew up as the
youngest child and only son of a
Tokyo ﬁ sherman. At the age of ﬁ ve
and a half, he began his Martial Arts
training in Shindo- Jinen-Ryu
Karate, Kendo, Judo, Iaido, Kobudo,
Aikido, and Ninjutsu, and at the age
of 18, became the All Japan Karate
Champion. At age 19, he left Japan
to study and reside in Los Angeles
where he earned a Bachelor's
Degree in Economics at CSULA.
At the same time, he consistently
improved his Martial Arts' skills
while learning a wide variety of
styles, such as Chinese Xing Yi
Quan, Korean Tae Kwon Do, and
Japanese Shito-Ryu and Shoto-Kan
Ryu Karate. Throughout the early
1970s, Sho competed in hundreds
of Martial Arts tournaments and
demonstrations, acquiring more
than 660 trophies and medals
including consecutive wins of the
ofﬁ cial City of Los Angeles’ Karate
Champion titles for 1972, 1973 and
1974. Mr. Kosugi’s ﬁ lm break came
1981 when Karate legend, Mike
Stone, contracted with Sho to
participate as one of six Ninja
Stuntmen in a Cannon Film, titled
Dance of Death. Soon however, the

ﬁ lm’s producers and director saw his
superb Martial Arts and weapons skills
and moved him to a starring role. As the
ﬁ lming progressed it was obvious that
he possessed a dynamic screen
presence as well and when the picture
was released as Enter the Ninja, Mr.
Kosugi was in a starring role and the rest
became history.
Following his ﬁ lm debut, Sho gained an
enormous popularity in the ‘80s and
‘90s, appearing in more than ﬁ fteen
motion pictures while starring in more
than eleven of them. He was cast in
leading
and guest
starring
roles in many
During
a lengthy
business
and academic
career,
Chaney
episodic
established
television
the shows
first University
including
Health
The
Services
Administration
program
for
the
state
of
Master with late Lee Van Cleef. Mr.
Texas, served on multiple boards of directors and
Kosugi’s captivating screen presence
advisory boards of public companies and is
assured
him ofina the
unique
in the
considered
a leader
field place
of self-directed
neuroplastic
development
of
cognitive
functions.
history of Martial Arts' Cinema. In 2009,
a
Chaney's film and television work won awards at
costarring role in Ninja Assassin, earned
the New York Film Festival, Houston World Fest and
him for
considerable
praise
and critical
an Emmy
the production
opening
of his Y2K World
in
Crisis
miniseries.
He
won
best-director,
acclaim. Sho Kosugi, the father of actors,
producer, and screenplay awards at the CineCon,
Kane and Shane Kosugi, remains active
Critics' Choice, and American Cinema Awards.
in Martial
Hollywood
Chaney
retiredArts
fromand
filmtoday’s
and television
in 1975 and
served as CEO (Chief
Executive
Officer)
for the
Film industry.
Mind Technologies Institute until the company sold
in December 2012. He now writes full time.

INTER
VIEW
DIRECTOR WARREN CHANEY TEAMED UP WITH
HISTORICAL MARTIAL ARTIST AND ACTOR, SHO KOSUGI
TO PEN YIN-YANG CODE: THE DRUMS OF TENKAI BO!

What is the central theme of your novel?
The central theme is the “coming of age” of an orphaned
Japanese student attending UCLA. He returns to Japan and
discovers that home is not always how we leave it and that
bad things happen to good people.

What inspired you to write about this topic or subject?
I am a screenwriter and film-director and my co-author, Sho
Kosugi, was a well-known actor and martial artists. This
made our working together on a novel a very natural
extension of we were doing in film. Sho was a native of
Japan and I had lived there for almost 3 years, so it was
easier to incorporate both our cultures into what we were
writing. We both wanted to create a fictional work that
would show a side of the Japanese culture that might
surprise many non-Japanese readers. I love
action-adventure and a good love story, so the Yin-Yang
Code became an excellent writing vehicle for both of us.

What was your creative process for writing this work?
I always go to bed at night, thinking about what I will write
the following day. In my mind, I develop “film images” of
what I hope to see on paper. The following morning after a
ritual of twin mugs of strong coffee, I begin the chapter. As
with screenwriting, it’s important to me to first get my
thoughts and story down on paper. Later, I will return and
rewrite and rewrite and rewrite.

What tips would you give to an aspiring writer?
The most important thing for a writer to do is write.
When a book, screenplay, or article is sent off for
publication consideration, don’t stop writing.
Continue to write even if you get a rejection slip. If
you believe your writing to be good, consider what
the rejection comments may be, see if they have
value to you, and then forget them and continue
on.
Secondly, the most important facet of writing is
rewriting what you have written. Never fall in love
with the words that you write so much that you are
unable to cut. A motion picture is made better by
editing and post production. The same is true for
writing. The writer is the first editor and the work
should pass their muster before being passed on to
knowledgeable others. Always heed what your
publisher’s editor has to say. They may not be
writers, per se, but they have experience in what
sells and what doesn’t. When they make
suggestions, listen.

AMAZON.COM: HTTPS://WWW.AMAZON.COM/WARREN-H.-CHANEY/E/B001K8ZF24

Thirdly, never let “ego” take over your writing. A writer
must have a strong ego to withstand rejections, a norm of
the business, but never so much so that you lose reality
in what you are writing. Never try to argue an editor off a
point as a mode of self-defense. Listen to their input and
thank them for it. Afterwards you can decide whether it is
of value to you or not.
Finally, be nice. Mistakes happen and you will make your
share. So, will your editors, publisher, printer and best
associates. As an aspiring writer, your career is just
beginning and you are starting the climb upward. It will
have peaks and valleys, ups and downs and the people
you are nice to on the way up will still be there. Those
you are nasty to are also there on the way down. Over a
lifetime of writing, you will be shocked at those who can
help you or hurt you and often both come from areas of
life where you least expect it.

Do you practice any other forms of art, or creative
outlets? If yes, which ones, and why?
Yes, I draw and paint (oils). While I do this for relaxation,
it helps keep me sharper for those occasions when I must
create an illustration for something I am writing. I also
sculpt, woodwork, and engage in creative photography.
Creativity differs from activity to activity but in creation it
is much the same. If one is creative in one area, then they
are no doubt creative in others.

What is your purpose for writing over-all?
I write to tell a story because I have always loved stories
and story tellers. I’ve written novels, screenplays, and
short stories which were stories. In my other work,
whether it was a textbook, technical article, or a serious
study, I’ve always tried to find a storyline in the work and
to draft what I was writing around that.

How did you research for this project?
There was a considerable amount of research
that was required for the novek, Yin-Yang Code:
Drums of Tenkai-Bo. Much of it was specific to
certain cultures, not all Japanese. For example,
there is a martial arts culture, a UCLA culture, an
L.A. culture all in addition to the Japanese
culture and its counterparts. I spent a great deal
of time researching on line as well as by phone
and email to some who populated those
cultures. Some of the “settings” that are in the
book required time to assimilate and affix in my
mind. Fortunately, my co-author, Sho Kosugi,
and my co-illustrator, Shinobu Ohno, are
Japanese and both were always willing to help
me.
Aside from the location and cultural settings,
there was a need to “get the martial arts” correct
for the time, place, and area. Fortunately, Sho
Kosugi, expert that he is, knew all there was to
know about martial arts. If he didn’t know it, he
knew someone who did and if they didn’t know
it, it hadn’t been discovered yet and wasn’t to be
know.

What are your goals for this novel, and over-all as
an author?
My goal for writing is always the same. I want
the reader to read it, enjoy it, and share in the
same mind pictures that I created when writing
it.

What are your favorite books?
My favorite book is Charles Dicken’s, David
Copperfield. I have also enjoyed Naipaul’s, A
Bend in the River, Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander,
and John’s Grisham’s, The Firm and The
Chamber.

Warren
Chaney +
Sho Kosugi
GET THE NOVEL NOW ON AMAZON.COM! AVAILABLE IN PRINT
& EBOOK FORMATS.

MADE
UP
TIME TO

Face it!

Make-up is another art. A fine
art? Perhaps, not. However,
the face is a canvas and makeup absolutely, is the paint. In
lieu of many-a-awesome makeup artists, we decided to do a
fun column on make-up and
famous faces.
MADE UP: Time to FACE It, is
not an insulting column; it is a
dedication to some of the
greatest faces in history, and
also to the MUAs whose
talents are so vast, they
virtually and entirely convinced
us. Because Christine Dolce
was an amazing MUA,

despite anything else, and
because she passed on last
year, our first column is
dedicated to her; and proof
she had the skills.
Dolce may not be well-known
now, but she was social
media's first superstar and a
very good make-up artist who
transformed her own face into
a money-making machine! This
article highlights her skill, by
showing the many faces she
created similar to other stars
during her tenure as the noteworthy ForBiddeN on (the
original mega-SM
conglomerate) myspace.com!

Christine Dolce, circa 2009

Christina Aguilera
Here, Dolce resembles Aguilera. She had a similar chin, lips,
eyes, and skin complexion, in addition to Christine's
hairstyles which, often looked like Christina's.

Jenna Jameson
The busty beauties resembled at times, when Dolce
painted her eyes to emphasize they're cattish
appeal, similar to Jenna. With the busty, sexy, vixen
imagery over-all for both, they definitely have a
likeness.

Pamela Anderson
When Christine was at her best, there wasn't a star
she emulated more, than Pam Anderson. She was
declared the "cyber Pamela" by The Tyra Banks
Show, amongst others.

Angelina Jolie
Christine's features differ from Jolie, but they're
facial expressions and mannerism caused a striking
likeness!

MADE UP: TIME TO FACE IT
Trish Stratus
Christine's original busty-blonde vixen look emulates
Stratus, whether intentional or not. The blonde
beauties are both Italian, and have similar bone
structure and features.

Lady Gaga
Here, Dolce does an incredible job looking like Gaga.
Her natural Italian looks--again--much like Gaga's,
are highlighted more in this creation.

"Brunette" Britney Spears
With dark hair, Christine resembles Britney, here. With the
thick black eye-liner, sultry eyes, and small, full lips, they
are strikingly similar.

Paris Hilton
Christine naturally looks like Hilton, with the hooked
nose, up-turned eyes, blonde hair, and high
cheekbones.

STARVING ARTIST
PUBLICATIONS & CO.

ISSUE NO. 1

ARTIST

Starving

ARTS LITERATURE CREATIVE
LIFESTYLE

WITH VOYAGE
ADDICTARIUM
The Editor & founder of Starving Artist &
Co., provides a free eCOPY of her digital
newspaper in starving Artist Magazine
each season!

LIFESTYLE

PRINT EDITION

This creative magazine is centered
around the lifestyle of the creative,
with contributions from designers,
authors, life coaches, artists, social
celebs & more!

Starving Artist blogazine is the original
edition, however the new downloadable
digital magazine will also be available in
print each season. Get updates daily on
Starving Artist Blogazine!

PUBLISHED IN HUDSON VALLEY, NEW YORK

BOTASTIK
buyz

TIPS FOR YEAR-ROUND
BEAUTY AND FREEDOM OF
EXPRESSION

BEAUTY

BOTASTIK
BE DEEP. BE DARK. BE
BEAUTIFUL.

BoTastik Buyz is another
new column that we plan to
bring seasonally! Here, you
will find simple how-to and
DIY info for looking great,
feeling great, and saving
money.
We are committed to
bringing you the best
information on fashion +
beauty products that will
allow you to live the
simplistic, care-free, creative
lifestyle you've always
dreamed of.
We are dedicated
bohemians, who understand
the value in healthy, organic
living, but freedom of

expression. Clothing makeup, and interior décor are all
forms of expression, which
creates the appeal of
physicality for the aesthete.
In knowing that, we found
that providing simple but
effective tips would give our
readers a chance to live

happily in Le Boehme ever
after!

Every season you can look
forward to our creativeoriented columns on fashion
design, make-up artistry,
beauty+health, and more!
MADE UP: Time to FACE it,
Closet of Chaos, and
#gothicfriday are just a few
columns we'll feature!

EXPRESS YOURSELF

BEAUTY + FASHION

LEARN HOW TO
SPEND SMART
SIMPLE TIPS FOR COST SAVING
RESULTS!

To afford a
shampoo+condtioner pairing
like Glisse which can be
about $12 without coupons,
we suggest getting a CVS
extra-bucks card. The
provide weekly $3+ off
coupons that allow you to
save even more!

Learning how to spend smart includes buying
the right products. It's not necessarily about
buying low-priced products, either.
For example, when maintaining your hair,
shopping for a quality product is actually
important, and helpful. If you purchase a good
shampoo, it will save you money because you
don't have to indulge in bi-products.
We found that using Gliss shampoo saved
money and time, because it seals the strands
with a mixture that repairs them, all while
providing extreme shine, and over-all healthier
hair. This is a great choice for those who hate
adding additional hair products, and also, those
who like waves and curls.
The coating that Gliss puts on the hair, saves
you money that you would regularly spend
otherwise.
Our second choice is permanent eyebrow liner.
By this product, you save time and money,
again, because it is semi-perm. You need not
apply it every day in other words, so you can
avoid wasting time on eyebrow shaping and
filling daily. Plus, you won't be using it every day
so buying it will be in longer intervals.

YOUR
HIDDEN
LIGHT
YOUR HIDDEN LIGHT
IS A REMARKABLE
HANDBOOK FOR
HOW YOU CAN
RECLAIM THE
GREATEST POWER
THAT HAS BEEN
LOST TO YOU, AND
TO ALL MANKIND –
THE POWER TO
ARCHITECT YOUR
OWN REALITY.

Author Raana Zia calls upon vast
repositories of wisdom and truth,
from Eckhart Tolle and Deepak
Chopra to Aristotle and Gandhi, from
the Talmud to the Bible, from the
Buddha to Jesus, to show the
relationship between the world
inside you and the world around
you. She provides wisdom from
classic thinkers and believers
effortlessly, and guides the reader on
a journey of rediscovery and
awakening. She explains how
everything you desire in this physical
world comes from the unseen
spiritual world - which you can only
access by going within yourself. It is
only through a correct and
disciplined practice of aligning your
thoughts, emotions, and beliefs that
you can create anything you truly
desire.
If you are an experienced creator of
your reality, you will rediscover, and
find new interpretations of classic
wisdom. If your journey has only just
begun, Your Hidden Light will give
you the knowledge and tools you
need to most effectively create your
desired life with an honest
expectation of profound inner
growth.

SEE THE WORLD FROM A HIGHER

PERSPECTIVE
GAINING A DEEPER SENSE OF
LIFE ON EARTH

Mindfulness is essential to health,
and is a pertinent piece of the
puzzle that allows for healthy
living. Self-awareness is achieved
when one has embraced their own
inner-demons, and sought for a
positive mind-set. Like with
everything else, it takes dedication
and hard work to be able to
function in a productive manner.
More importantly, when one
delves into their own spirituality, a
certain content is awarded.
Today we are sitting with Raana
Zia, the author of Your Hidden
Light; an exploration of human
BEing, and living a purposeful
existence. Enjoy this feature, and
learn from Raana--expansion of
the mind comes from finding your
own inner light!

INTERVIEW
Welcome! First we'd like to know; what is the central theme of your novel?
Your Hidden Light is a go-to handbook for how you can reclaim the greatest
power that has been lost to you – the power to create your own reality. The
purpose of the book is to awaken you to your spiritual nature and the
powers you already possess to fulfill what is in your heart. Your Hidden
Light easily synthesizes ancient spiritual wisdom into practical application
today. You will learn the 4-step process to create your desired life with
practical tips to help you along the way. You will walk away feeling
empowered to live the life you want, and create the world you want to live
in. In addition, you will feel inspired to take at least one step towards
making a positive change in your life.
What inspired you to write about this topic or subject?
I had been in corporate finance for 20+ years successfully climbing the
corporate ladder. In 2012, while I achieved my goal of becoming a CFO of a
billion-dollar company, I felt a strong internal pull in my heart telling me I
needed to be doing something else in my life. I had no idea what I was
supposed to be doing, but I was determined to find out. I began searching
for my purpose, a way to evolve my career, and greatly enhance my own life.
I spent the next five years reading self-help books, going to seminars,
talking to personal coaches, etc., gaining inspiration and building a belief I
could do something different. The more I searched, the more curious I
became on how the world worked and how I was able to manifest the good
things in my life (career, family, home, vacations, etc). I was discovering
pieces of wisdom that were life changing and profound from many different
sources, but there wasn’t one book that brought it all together in a way that
was direct and easy to understand. I was compelled to write this book in
order to retain and share was I believe to be the most efficient and effective
way to create what you truly desire in your heart.
What was your creative process for writing this work?
It took quite a bit of time for me to believe I could write a book. However,
the moment I finally believed in myself, was the moment the words started
to flow out of me. The chapter titles and page count came into my head
immediately. I then began writing the content, and I did not stop until the
book was completed. It took me only two months to write this book.
The writing process was incredible. I loved writing the book because I felt a
powerful energy with me throughout the process. I felt supported and
aligned with what I was supposed to be doing for the first time in my life.
Writing the book helped me through a major transition in my life and
career because I was constantly reminded by the words I was writing to
stay disciplined and focused on what I really wanted in my heart, and to not
let fear (fear of failure, fear of ridicule, fear of poverty) or doubt stop me.

What tips would you give to an aspiring writer?
The first tip is that you need to build a belief in yourself and your work.
This is foundational, and it can be very challenging as our ego will always
try to sabotage us with fear and doubt. Develop a daily practice like
meditation to keep you centered, focused, and connected to your higher
self (the creative source of your inspired writing).
I highly recommend the 4-step process of conscious creation from my
book, Your Hidden Light. This is what I used to write and publish my book
within one year:
1. Get clear on your desire. Form a mental picture or write it down. Feel it in
your heart and believe you can achieve it.
2. Feel gratitude as if it is already yours.
3. Detach from your desire - know it’s coming. Relax.
4. Take Action that is aligned with your desire. Follow your inner guidance.
Connect with your heart and write.
This is the 4-step process to creating your desires. I found this to be the
shortest and most effective route for getting unstuck. You will find more
details and strategies for each step in Your Hidden Light to help you
master this process in your life.
Do you practice any other forms of art, or creative outlets? If yes, which
ones, and why?
One of my favorite creative outlets is playing and dreaming with my
children. I love spending time with them thinking of creative ways to
engage their interests into something fun and productive. I love
dreaming up the world we want to live in together.

What is your purpose for writing over-all?
My purpose in writing was to express myself and to know
myself. My desire is that this book will help others
discover who they really are and inspire people to take at
least one step towards making a positive change in their
life.
How did you research for this project?
Your Hidden Light is a reflection of my years of research,
application, and personal self discovery. I read many
books on personal growth, attended retreats, workshops,
and conferences. I also analyzed my own experiences of
when I was able to create wonderful things in my life and
when I was not. Most importantly, I developed a
meditation practice which allowed me to access
information and guidance that helped bring all this wisdom
together.

What are your goals for this novel, and over-all as an
author?
My desire is that readers will be able to use this book as a
simple guidebook to discover their own abilities to create a
positive and fulfilling life for themselves and the world
around them. It is only through personal experience, that
you will be able to discover your true power and your own
truth. This book is meant to give you the practical steps to
test for yourself what you are capable of.
What are your favorite books?
I love spiritual self-help books or books that awaken my
understanding of my true potential. Some books that have
inspired me are:
i. Conversations with God - Neale Donald Walsch
The Impersonal Life - Joseph Benner
You can find more books that inspired me at
www.yourhiddenlight.com/resources
Who are your favorite authors?
Wayne Dyer is one of my favorite authors.
Where can we buy your book?
You can buy Your Hidden Light: A Personal Guide to
Creating Your Desired Life on Amazon.com,
Barnesandnoble.com, and iBooks.
How can we learn more about you, and where?
You can learn more about me at www.yourhiddenlight.com
You can also follow me on instagram and twitter.
Share your other relative links:
www.yourhiddenlight.com
www.facebook.com/yourhiddenlight
https://twitter.com/raanaz
https://www.instagram.com/raanazia

YOUR HIDDEN

LIGHT

Your Hidden Light is available
in Kindle Unlimited in eBook &
paperback formats!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Raana’s journey into self-discovery opened
her up to a greater understanding of her
direct connection and influence over her
reality. Her realizations and personal
experiences compelled her to write Your
Hidden Light in order to share with others
what she believes is the most direct and
efficient path to achieving your desires and
living a life of happiness, continued growth,
and fulfillment

Raana Zia has spent her career holding

Raana plans to further pursue her passion

executive level leadership roles in large

for maximizing the human potential by being

Fortune 500 retail companies including

a spark in the movement of self-realization

the position of Chief Financial Officer.

and empowerment. She is in the process of

She has spent over 15 years developing

developing other books related to this

leaders and coaching people and teams

subject matter with a focus on leadership

to maximize their abilities and achieve
their goals in the corporate world. Her
passion for personal and leadership
development and an intense desire to
discover her own purpose and potential
led her down an unexpected path of
self-realization and spirituality.

development and fulfilling your purpose.
Raana currently lives in New Jersey with her
husband, her two young children, and her
dog. When she isn’t working, she loves to
snuggle and laugh with her kids, travel to
beautiful places, eat great food, ski, and
experience the everyday wonders and magic
of the spiritual world.
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chaos

Be
Creative
EACH SEASON PREPARE FOR AN EXCLUSIVE
NEW COLUMN; WHICH INSTRUCTS HOW TO

AFFORD TO HONE YOUR FASHION STATEMENTS ,
ALL WHILE YOU LIVE THE CREATIVE LIFE ON A
BUDGET!

COFC GUIDE 1:
BANG FOR YOUR BUCK WITH OUR BUDGET
$150, 15+ COMPLETE OUTFITS, 2X AS MANY ADDT'L COMBOS !

This season in the Closet of Chaos

ROMWE.COM
Our very first challenge is with a $150 budget.
We are going to prove you can purchase
20+ items, create at least
10 complete outfits,
and 100'S OF combos in addition,
creating a FULL wardrobe,
for only $150!
Today, we are shopping at
RomWe.com. We planned a "pseudo visit,"
with the idea to create an entire mini-wardrobe
using said-budget.
You have around 20 pieces, and here we teach you

how to dress for every occasions

01

Black Dress

02

Hat

03

Knee High Boots

04

Striped Bag

05

Choker

As a budding artist, you'll always
want to express yourself creatively-and that includes fashion.
Fashion Design is an art in its own
right! Unfortunately, your budget
may not permit you to wear things
that truly exemplify your artfully
crafted vision.
We teach you how to spend, save,
and design a wardrobe that will

make you shine like the artist you are!

Here, we provide the
prices, store/site, and
unlimited combos for you
to have a fully accessible,
artistic and stylish
wardrobe!

01

Frayed Denim jeans

02

Floral Halter

03

Hat

04

Earrimgs

05

Purse

We pair denim frayed
jeans with a floral
halter, hat, necklace
and bag, to give an
effortlessly feminine
outfit, and more
tethered look.

01

Turtleneck

02

Corset Skirt

03

Black Boots

04

Stripped Purse

05

Earrings

For this combo, we
paired a sleek
black turtle neck
with a knee-high
corset-tie skirt. and
complimented it
with knee-high
boots, our thrift
store earrings, and
a striped bag.

01

White Tee

02

Drawstring Bag

03

Shorts

01

White Tee

02

Frayed Shorts

03

Netted Anklets

04

Drawstring Bag

Here, we designed a
sporty, yet feminine
combo, which allows
you the option, to
trade the regular
shorts for the frayed
black jean-shorts,
and add knee-highs
to give it a more
edgy look.

If it's warm out, pair
your frayed denims
with a halter and
matching hat, slip
sandals, and a striped
bag.
This is as Summer
casual-chic as it gets!

01

Hat

02

Striped Halter

03

Frayed Denim Jeans

04

Striped Purse

05

Sandals

01

Lace Blouse

02

Legging Pants

03

Sandals

04

Choker

For an evening out, you
can pair your leggingsstyled pants, lacy blouse, a
simple necklace, and
sandals, which will allow
you to be incredibly
comfortable, all while
turning heads with these
gorgeous pieces!

01

Dress

02

Netted Anklets

03

Sandal

04

Choker

When going for an
edgier or
gothic look, mix
your black dress,
anklets, sandals,
and choker, for a
gothic-glamourous
chic, and original
look.

01

Turtleneck

02

Frayed Shorts

03

Ankle Boots

01

Halter

02

Frayed Shorts

03

Hat

With this changeable
combination, keep it
casual--but stylish,
by pairing frayed jean
shorts with a
feminine halter, OR
black turtleneck, and
a stylish hat!

You can have fun
mixing your casual
and sporty clothes,
by pairing either
shorts with a White
T-shirt, and a
drawstring bag, or
changing it up with
your frayed shorts,
and netted anklets!

01

T-Shirt

02

Shorts

03

Netted Anklets

04

Frayed Shorts

05

Drawstring Bag

Another rocker-chic
outfit, is pairing
your black dress
with a belt and
choker,
complimented by
black leggings and
boots, for the

ultimate statement!

01

T-Shirt

02

Shorts

03

Netted Anklets

04

Frayed Shorts

05

Drawstring Bag

In this scenario,
you can prepare
for Fall/Winter by
pairing your frayed
denims, striped
bag, belt, and
knee-high boots
with a sleek
turtleneck, and hat.

01

Frayed Denim Jeans

02

Black Belt

03

Knee-high Boots

04

Hat

05

Turtleneck

For two additional
combos; pair your
frayed denim
jeans, white tee,
and belt, or change
it up with your
second white tshirt, and hat.

01

Frayed Denim Jeans

02

Black Belt

03

White T-Shirt

04

Hat

05

Sporty T-shirt

01

Drawstring Bag

02

Frayed Denim Jeans

03

White T-Shirt

04

Ankle Boots

05

Choker

Here we go for a fun,
casual combo. By
putting together
frayed denim jeans
and a white t-shirt,
but pairing it with
ankle boots, your
drawstring bag, and a
choker, it provides
another fun rockerchic look!

01

Drawstring Bag

02

Striped Halter

03

Legging-styled Pants

04

Sandals

05

Floral Halter

And yet, two more
combos; by taking
your black leggingsstyled pants and
pairing either a floral
halter, or striped
one with a striped bag
and sandals; you've
created an effortlessly
stylish and fun, Spring
look!

01

Turtleneck

02

Corset-tie Skirt

03

Black Boots

04

Choker

05

White Blouse

For an elegant
evening out, turn
heads with this
corset-tie skirt, paired
with knee-high black
boots, a choker, and
either shirt--giving
them something to

talk about!

$2.29

$6.99

$9.89

$3.88

$4.99

$9.89

$4.49

$6.98

$32.89

$1

$7.19

$5.39

$8.29

$9.79

$8.69

$5.89

$3.89

$6.58

$13.19

$6.59

$2.69

$6.29

Feministic Rantz

FEMINISM IS AT ITS PEAK TODAY
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It took me many years to see
that even I, shared age-old
philosophies on women, and
how our lives are designed--we
are conditioned to lives that are
of servitude to man, and above
all ELSE we are trained to value
man's opinion of us--what is
appropriate, how we should act,
think, speak, dress and live,
above all else. I find it difficult,
because man has turned woman
(good woman) into something
that isn't human. We are treated
like ethereal angels when we
behave, and they reinforce this
is A GOOD thing, by rewarding
us with compliments and
admiration, and constantly,
choosing to marry and
romantically link themselves with
the good girl.

Bad girls are considered play
things for men. In many

#MeToo
Movement

scenarios, Good girl gets
frustrated because Bad Girl is
attractive to man, no matter his
claims to the contrary. He
convinces GG that BG is
deplorable, an abhorrent,
despicable, reprobate that is

EXPLORE
ITS

ANOTHER

CREVICES

AND

SIDE

OF

SECRET

THE

OCEAN

THROUGH

LOCATIONS

BY AMELIA PERKINS

Feminism is at its peak right now. Women are sick of it. They
are standing up for themselves with #MeToo stories and
deplorable tales of Hollywood's tycoons' double standards
and sexual abuse. They refuse to be quiet.
It's interesting that when you perceive an event pro-fem or
anti-man, you are tagged crazy. They say you are a feminist
- like it's an insult. What IS feminism?

"Feminism is a range of political movements,
ideologies, and social movements that share a common
goal: to define, establish, and achieve political,
economic, personal, and social equality of sexes. This
includes seeking to establish educational and
professional opportunities for women that are equal to
those for men."

destined to grow old and alone,
with nine cats.

No finally,
means NO!

For ions, men have confused, belittled, and

Century upon century, the age-old philosophy

betrayed us. Man has contradicted himself by

that woman must fit man's image has been

marrying GG and bedding BG. Sometimes GG

bludgeoned upon us. In the bible, Eve is

goes bad. She thinks THIS is what man must

designed through Adam's rib. Eve is seductive

want. After-all, if he wanted GG and BG, when

and charming, and convinces Adam to give in to

does he fornicate with BG so often? Then, good-

temptation. Eve is painted as a monster, some

girl-gone-bad is scorned for her naughty,

harlot that ruins Adam's life and robs him of his

miscreant behavior. It's a maddening cycle of

integrity. Never mind, Adam was there first and

hypocrisy, designed for man and man alone. He

should be more experienced. Never mind Eve

sees woman as a concept, an idea. One suits his

came from HIS RIB and therefore is just an

image, one suits his desire. And, both are left

extension of him. Am I saying I believe any of

angry, volatile, and confused. Never is this more

this? NO. I'm pointing out the hypocrisy from day

present than the Man who takes on a Mistress;

one, the cartoonish ideals, the caricaturist

has a full-fledged affair. GG is often, disgusted

blame-placing instilled in us from the time we

because man is bedding and showering BG with

are small--from the most celebrated religion and

affection, attention, wild desire. But, isn't bad

influential ideologies in America, and other

girl just that-bad? A culprit? A sociopath? An

cultures, today. In other religions many things

emotionless offender?

may differ, but often this part is told the same.
Woman is a shameful thing that man must resist.

#TimesUp
FEMINISM
BE

IS

TREATED

THE
AS

FIGHT

EQUALS

BY NICOLE D'SETTEMI

FOR

WOMEN

It's interesting that in so many cultures, men
are celebrated, but woman is treated
second-rate and unimportant--killed even at
some points, for merely, being female. It's
TO

interesting because women are responsible
for reproduction. Sure, we need Man for it.
But, if the world ended women could still be
impregnated with stored sperm. If all women
died, Man could not continue to reproduce.
We would cease to exist!
So, let's take a moment to celebrate Woman.
And, hell, Man too. Why not?
After all, not all MEN are 'MAN' in my
scenario. Not all women are innocent, nor
victims. But, I do see age-old stereotypes
(archetypes) still so very present in our
culture today. Never has the spotlight been
so bright - take a look at some celebrated
couples and how we classically, vilified the
female(s) so often:

change your
thinking
SO,

LET'S

TAKE

CELEBRATE
TOO.
AFTER
MY

WHY
ALL,

MOMENT

WOMAN.

AND,

Eminem and Kim Mathers

TO
HELL,

MAN

NOT?
NOT

SCENARIO.

INNOCENT,

A

NOR

It's pretty sad that Marshall attacked her so
ALL

NOT

MEN
ALL

ARE

'MAN'

WOMEN

IN

ARE

VICTIMS.

often, considering she is the mother of a child
he claims to adore. He became so vicious, at
one point he started bringing Kim blow-up dolls
to concerts and murdering her on stage. His

But, I do see age-old stereotypes (archetypes)
still so very present in our culture today. Never
has the spotlight been so bright - take a look
at some celebrated couples and how we
classically, vilified the female(s) so often:

Britney Spears and Justin Timberlake

fans went wild for it and equally, viciously
verbally attacked her on plethora of platforms.
It became so volatile for them, Kim tried to
slice her wrists!
Even though Mathers had girlfriends sprinkled
throughout the country (I knew one of them/a
model in south beach), he went crazy when Kim
was spotted kissing someone else. Typical of

Even in THIS scenario, with sweet shy Britney--a
girl who could perform her ass off by 17, but in
person, when she spoke seemed timid and coy-turned into the bad guy in this scenario... or
girl, actually.

male stars; they often feel they are entitled to
have a string of beauties to be romantic with,
but always always want their ride or die. Kim
was doing what he did - cheating. But, she was
vilified thanks to his music and actions; drama
that surely, sold him many albums.

Why? Because Timberlake ALLUDED to her
cheating the cause of their break up. There

Britney Spears and Kevin Federline

was never legitimate proof, and he never
confirmed it himself. He slyly, used the

Ahhh! Britney returns.

narrative in his songs and videos, all while
trying to restore his relationship with Britney,
until she became sick of his manipulative
bullshit

(a.k.a. trying to use HER celebrity

status to become a solo act that was/is
successful)--and she finally, told him to F off.
Thank God.

Kevin Federline, who was initially disliked by the
public, and blamed for Britney's strange and
reckless newfound rebellious actions, was
turned into the hero when they divorced, for
some unknown reason.

women should
always be equals
From the time of their conception, people
attacked her mothering. They made everything
her fault; irrational insane behaviors. When she
With her own mother's aid, Federline convinced

almost dropped her child due to a swarm of

her to check into rehab for non-disclosed

paparazzi's stalking and chasing her

addictions (still today). Britney agreed, and her

relentlessly, nobody cared about that part. A

image was finished. Suddenly, Britney was

picture was snapped and she was dubbed an

insane, not stable enough to handle her

insane reckless drinking drugging mother.

children, needed supervised visits, and Kevin

Federline's nightly drinking and clubbing were

was deemed father of the year, for settling for

tagged in moderation and normal, though. The

$20k+ a month if he took the kids full-time.

double standard was mind -boggling. I'd like to

Wasn't it just a little convenient that he was so

go on, but I'll save their full story for another

worried, that he filed for sole custody, for an

time.

amount of money he would never make on his
own? He had two other children he did not

Amber Heard and Johnny Depp

want custody of, likely, because there wasn't
significant financial gain. It's stated BRITNEY

I have written three full reports on this bizarre

paid the child support to his former girlfriend

case, which I will post soon. For now, I just

for those children. People also vilified Britney

want to point out; that despite Heard's

for dating him when he was with Shar, but

evidence MANY are convinced she spent four

never condemned him for his cheating

years designing a giant ruse for Depp's dough.

behaviors!
The case became so twisted; suddenly, Britney

Even though they released a JOINT statement

was a psycho who locked herself in the

declaring their actions were passionate and at

bathroom with her infant. But, what did they

times volatile--but always bound by love,

expect? She had a newborn she was only

people continue to take on the narrative she is

allowed to spend an HOUR with--under

a gold-digging psychopath who only married

supervision.

him for his money!
The statement also declares that 'nobody was
in the relationship for financial gain,' which
Depp fans conveniently ignore. They swear

Get Nicole's new blogs by
following her
@AuthorNDSettemi

Depp was the abused one, though he hasn't
submitted an actual iota of evidence proving
so. The only thing relevant, is a proposed list of
evidence he may have had, which he never
revealed, because they settled the matter
privately.

stand up for
your rights
People are convinced Heard smashed stuff and

Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt

took pictures, broke house-hold items, faked
bruises with a talented MUA, spent four years

I'll admit: I'm not entirely convinced of Jolie's

designing this evidence, provoked him to throw

claims, but for the sake of argument I'm still

a rage-filled tantrum on tape, wrote verbally

using the case to make a point. Whether or not

abusive words on the couples' mirror, made up

her claims are true, and they may not be, the

a story about his missing thumb (that he still

point is the public opinion, here. Immediately,

can't explain, entirely), designed text messages

she was vilified, and cited a liar.

for a span of three years between her and the
assistant, and convinced a SLEW of people to

She does have the razor-sharp Wasser on her

lie for her - many claiming him jealous,

team, which to me, discredits her. Depp also

insecure, possessive and yes, violently abusive,

had this lawyer, and I find her conspicuous.

in addition to verbally and emotionally abusing

However, we weren't actually there - and even

her, as well.

Pitt admitted to his alcoholism and that he did

Including:

separate from the family for many years.

Billy Bob Thornton

I DO think it's BS he has supervised visits, and

London Fields' producers

found his video (pushing Maddox) far less

Her neighbor; Raquel Pennington

conspicuous than Depp's tantrum. Disciplining

A mutual friend of theirs; iO Tillet

a child - whether arguably abusive or not, is

His own (ex)management team

NEVER equal to disciplining a lover. Your lover
is your EQUAL, not your child. Children need to

The only people sticking up for Depp, are his

have guidance which, sometimes includes

scorned ex (who he left Amber for), his

being taught, scolded, trained, and disciplined.

daughter (I mean, come on), a comedian (who

Does it make Pitt right? Maybe not, but it's not

calls him an emperor and her a demon--

the same thing as beating your wife.

REALLY? Not OVERT tactics at all), his

Still, Jolie was definitely turned into the villain

employees, and MARILYN MANSON. Still, many

for pointing out her husbands alcoholism, and

believe her to be a person who dates others

possible anger issues. There isn't much

purely to extract money from them, and a

evidence to the contrary right now, yet we still

psychopathic narcissist. Neither are a clear

classify Jolie as the malevolent partner.

motive. As his wife of 15 months, she was
entitled to a percentage of his earnings during

But, the public opinion

that time, regardless. No matter all this, his

not yet, stopped with the tales of the evil,

proves that we have

fans vilified Heard, proving age-old

lurking black widow who is out to claim man's

philosophies are still at play!

heart and devour his soul. It's an old newsreel
and really, getting sort of ridiculous.

[]

Nicole D'Settemi

$4.99

Addictarium
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Visit Addictarium.com to order today!
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CREDITS AND
CONTRIBUTIONS

Katie Kay
Katie is our beloved partner, assistant, reporter, and content
manager. Katie has worked with TBHOS Book CLub, and our
other subsidiaries for one year, and plans to move into a full
time management position within the year, here at SAM &
Co.

Nicole D'Settemi
Author, editor, and founder, Nicole D. provides
articles, graphic arts, layout, general management,
editorial services, and creative direction for the
magazine.

Miguel Aviles
Miguel Aviles is the co-founder and fine artist of The
Art House of Seviles, LCDS Creatives & our other
subsidiaries. Miguel also provides graphic design,
and other imperative contributions and research.

editor's notes
As we come to an end this issue, I would like to thank
everybody who has helped, contributed, supported, or
shared our work!
We are on the hunt for an intern. This is absolutely going
to turn into a fulltime position after three months of
probationary work, which is needed to ensure the creative
is the proper personality for this job.
Our intern(s) will do research, write articles, assist with
content design, and manage our social media platforms,
amongst other creative duties.

Thank you,
Nicole D.

TO APPLY FOR THE POSITION, EMAIL YOUR RESUME AND/OR
PORTFOLIO TO BOOKHOUSESEVILES@GMAIL.COM, OR
STARVINGARTISTLIVE@GMAIL.COM.

I am not afraid of the darkness.
Real death is preferable to a life
without living.
VASCO DA GAMA

SAM
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today!

DEVLIN

de la Chapa

POET OF THE MONTH, BRINGING
THE MOST COMPELLING WORK!

ACTOR
SHO KOSUGI

&

DIRECTOR
WARREN CHANEY
TEAMED UP TO PEN A BRILLIANT FOREIGN,
ACTION NOVEL LIKE NEVER BEFORE WITH
YIN-YANG CODE: THE DRUMS OF TENKAI BO
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